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Samsung GP-FPS911TLBBW mobile phone case 15.5 cm (6.1")
Cover Black

Brand : Samsung Product code: GP-FPS911TLBBW

Product name : GP-FPS911TLBBW

- Faux Leather case with white stitched 3 stripes and TPU edges gives the look and feel of the original
Samba.
GP-FPS911TLBBW

Samsung GP-FPS911TLBBW mobile phone case 15.5 cm (6.1") Cover Black:

adidas Originals Snap Case
3-stripes snap case
A legacy item in adidas originals history, this case goes back to the roots of street style. With a black
leather-like front, white stitched serrated 3-stripes and TPU edges for extra protection, this case is
finished with a contrast trefoil logo and mirrors the look and feel of the original Samba.
Samsung GP-FPS911TLBBW. Case type: Cover, Brand compatibility: Samsung, Compatibility: Samsung
Galaxy S23, Maximum screen size: 15.5 cm (6.1"), Product colour: Black

Features

Maximum screen size * 15.5 cm (6.1")
Compatibility * Samsung Galaxy S23
Case type * Cover

Material * Faux leather, Thermoplastic
polyurethane (TPU)

Product colour * Black
Brand compatibility * Samsung
Protection features Bump resistant, Scratch resistant

Weight & dimensions

Width 76 mm
Depth 11 mm
Height 150 mm
Weight 26 g

Packaging data

Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)
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